Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

**New collections**

- Provider: Adam Matthew Digital (amdigital)
  
  American History Module I: Settlement, Commerce, Revolution and Reform, 1493-1859
  
  American History Module II: Civil War, Reconstruction and the Modern Era, 1860-1945
  
  Colonial America Module I: Early Settlement, Expansion and Rivalries
  
  Literary Manuscripts: Victorian Manuscripts from the Henry W. and Albert A. Berg Collection, New York Public Library.
  
  Market Research and American Business
  
  Mass Observation Project 1981-2009 Module II: 1990s
  
  Perdita Manuscripts, 1500-1700

  World’s Fairs: A Global History of Expositions

- Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)

  Queer Pasts: Text
  
  Queer Pasts: Video

- Provider: Bloomsbury Publishing (bloom)

  Bloomsbury Anchor Yale Bible Commentaries
  
  Bloomsbury Anchor Yale Bible Dictionary

  Bloomsbury BFI Film Studies Annual Update 2020
  
  Bloomsbury Hart Publishing Practitioner 2021

  Bloomsbury Professional Intellectual Property and IT
  
  Bloomsbury Professional Irish Employment Law
  
  Bloomsbury Professional Irish Civil Litigation
  
  Bloomsbury Professional Irish Company Law

  Bloomsbury Professional Irish Criminal Law
  
  Bloomsbury Professional Irish Planning Law

  Bloomsbury Professional Irish Property Law

  Bloomsbury Professional Irish Tax
Bloomsbury Professional Irish Wills and Probate

- Provider: De Gruyter Online (deGruyter)

De Gruyter American Frictions
De Gruyter New York University Press Complete 2020 eBook-Collection

- Provider: Docuseek LLC (docuseek)

Docuseek The GOOD DOCS Complete Collection

- Provider: Duke University Press (duke)

2022 e-Duke Books Scholarly Collection

- Provider: Gale Group (galegroup)

Gale Primary Sources: Nineteenth Century Collections Online: British Politics and Society

- Provider: Hein Online (heinonline)

HeinOnline Open Society Justice Initiative

- Provider: JISC Collections (jisc)

JISC Springer: SpringerCompact Journals Agreement: 2021-2022 (Existing Subscribers Only)

- Provider: John Wiley and Sons (wiley)

Wiley Online Library Article Select Tokens - Journal Frontfile and Backfile Content
Wiley Online Library Database Model 2022
Wiley Online Library Full Journals 2022
Wiley Online Library Medicine and Nursing Collection 2022
Wiley Online Library Science, Technology and Medicine Collection 2022
Wiley Online Library Social Science and Humanities Collection 2022

- Provider: Mintel Group Ltd (mintel)

Mintel Beauty and Personal Care: Canada
Mintel Canada: Technology and Media
Mintel Cannabis: USA
Mintel Culture and Identity: USA
Mintel Drink: Canada
Mintel eCommerce: USA
Mintel Finance: Canada
Mintel Flavor and Ingredient Trends: USA
Mintel Food: Canada
Mintel Household: Canada
Mintel Lifestyles and Retail: Canada
Mintel Sports and Gaming: USA

• Provider: Naxos Digital Services Ltd (naxos)

Naxos Spoken Word Library: Outside US Subscription
Naxos Spoken Word Library: US Subscription

• Provider: NUMERIQUE PREMIUM S.A.S (np)

Numérique Premium Études de la littérature médiévale
Numérique Premium Méthodes de langues
Numérique Premium Préparations aux concours
Numérique Premium Sciences de l’éducation II

• Provider: Ovid (Ovid)

Ovid Español Book All Book Collection 2021

• Provider: Oxford University Press (OUP)

Oxford Journals Archive All Titles 2021
Oxford University Press Global All Titles
Oxford University Press Global Journals All Titles
Oxford University Press Global Law Trove 2021-22 Collection

• Provider: SAGE (SAGE)

SAGE Knowledge Video: Political Science & International Relations 2021 Update

• Provider: Springer Nature (springerlink)

Springer Computer Science eBooks 2022 English+International
Springer Economics and Finance eBooks 2022 English+International
Springer Mathematics and Statistics eBooks 2022 English+International
Springer Medizin eBooks 2022 - German Language
Springer Natur und Basiswissenschaften incl. Mathematik eBooks 2022 - German Language
Springer Nature Computer Science (R0) eBooks 2022 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2022 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2022 English/International
Springer Nature Physics and Astronomy (R0) eBooks 2022 English/International
Springer Nature Reference Module Medicine eBooks 2022
Springer Physics and Astronomy eBooks 2022 English+International

• Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Taylor & Francis CRC Handbooks: Manufacturing & Industrial Engineering 2021
New Holdings Feeds

The following new holdings feeds have been added. This means that (with your permission) the publisher will provide updates weekly to OCLC containing your library-specific holdings data (including new and deleted titles) so that OCLC can automatically:

- register your titles in the WorldCat knowledge base
- keep your WorldCat holdings up-to-date for your related collections
- provide full-text links to ensure seamless access
- deliver customizable MARC records with ongoing updates as your subscriptions change over time

Provider: John Wiley and Sons (wiley)
https://oclc/wiley

Note: If your institution currently uses WorldCat cataloging partner collections with Wiley, you will receive more information in the coming weeks. Please feel free to contact OCLC support in your region if you have any questions by visiting https://oclc/support.

For a complete list of providers that partner with OCLC to automatically add and maintain your library-specific collection data, please visit https://oclc/autoload.

New cooperatively contributed collections

- *** DTL OA University of Queensland Open Access dissertations and ebooks (religious studies) (global.197115.164) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA University of Virginia Dissertations (religious studies related) (global.215387.506) – contributed by Digital Theological Library

*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.

Statistics

Totals:
631 providers
20,672 collections
57,103,763 records